Rich_AGM says:
<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>

Cpt_McD says:
::sits in The Chair, as usual::

CSLLongly says:
::::::::::::::Checking preparations for encountering alien beings::::::::

NPc_kid says:
::dreaming::

CMOCorday says:
::Once again prepares sickbay::

NPc_kid says:
@::dreaming::

CTOLtThei says:
:::sitting at TAC::: CO: Captain our ETA to the mysterious vessel...5 minutes current velocity .......

Child says:
@::having such a wonderful dream::

Cpt_McD says:
::nods::

CSLLongly says:
Dr. Corday: Is the sickbay in order in case we have emergencies?

CSLLongly says:
*Dr Corday* Sorry about that

NPc_kid says:
@::hearing high sounds in dream ... pleasure .... ambition ...::

Child says:
@::lots of flowers... many bunny-like creatures::

Rich_AGM says:
THE USS SCIMITAR CRUISES INTO THE BALDREAN SECTOR

Cpt_McD says:
CTOLtThei: Mr. Thei, are you in range to scan the vessels?

NPc_kid says:
@::hoppity .... dreaming ... hoppity::

CMOCorday says:
*Longly*: This is Corday, it will be shortly. I'm still sorting out the mess from whoever was in charge before!

NPc_kid says:
@::lifesigns slow but steady::

CTOLtThei says:
CO: Aye, Captain ....beginning scans now ....:::scans the mysterious vessel:::

CSLLongly says:
*Dr Corday* Ahh..unfortunately the Dr. before you didn't have long on the ship before she was killed

CTOLtThei  (Console.wav)

Cpt_McD says:
Helm, slow to full impulse.

CTOLtThei says:
CO: Sensors show overall mass...one half the size of the Scimitar....

NPc_kid says:
@::the flowers are all around ... hoppity ... squeak .... - dreaming on::

CMOCorday says:
*Longly* I am sorry counselor I meant no offense - were ready now

CSLLongly says:
*Dr. Corday* as quickly as you can, she didn't have time to get things in order so just do your best

CSLLongly says:
*Dr. Corday* No problem

CTOLtThei says:
CO: No weaponry, Captain....but an extensive amount of cargo, apparently...and 5 lifesigns....quite weak .......

NPc_kid says:
@::dying slowly ... but happily::

CSLLongly says:
Thei: Do you know if the UT is in order, in the event we have a first contact situation?

CTOLtThei says:
:::continues working SRS:::

CTOLtThei  (Console2.wav)

Cpt_McD says:
Thei: Any idea where they came from, where they're going, etc?

CEO_Hagge says:
::Wakes up in his quarters with a very large hang over::

Child says:
@::sees the bunny creatures slowly fading away...  lets out a big sigh::

CSLLongly says:
::::::::::looking around the bridge::::::::::::

CMOCorday says:
::finally finishes preparing sickbay with the help of his staff::

CTOLtThei says:
Longly: I believe so, counselor .....

Rich_AGM says:
THE ALIEN VESSEL DRIFTS SILENTLY IN SPACE..... ALMOST COMPLETELY SMOOTH OUTER HULL EXCEPT FOR SERVERAL PORTHOLES AND SOME ANTENNAE

CSLLongly says:
Thei:  Thanks

Cpt_McD says:
*SB* Dr. Corday, prepare for possible casualties.

NPc_kid says:
@::aware of others dying with him/her ... all happy ... hoppity! squeak!::

CEO_Hagge says:
::slow gets up careful not to move to quickly and starts to get the dressed::

CTOLtThei says:
CO:  Captain,....detecting cryosuspension technology.....perhaps they are in a form of cryosuspension????

CMOCorday says:
**CO* Acknowledged, Do we know  how many at this time sir?

NPc_kid says:
@::dreams on::

CEO_Hagge says:
::gets dressed::

Cpt_McD says:
*CMO* 5 right now, possibly more. Lifesigns diminishing.

CEO_Hagge says:
::heads for main engineering::

CMOCorday says:
*Co* Acknowledged. we'll be ready!

CSLLongly says:
*Dr Corday* If I can help in any way please let me know

NPc_kid says:
@::snuffles a bit::

Cpt_McD says:
Hmm... ::thinks for a moment:: No automated Comm beacons or anything?

CMOCorday says:
*Longly* Thank you counselor I will

Rich_AGM says:
INSIDE THE ALIEN SHIP NOTHING STIRS....NOT EVEN A MOUSE

NPc_kid says:
@::hears a small comforting squeak ... dreams on::

CSLLongly says:
Thei: Are you at FCO too?

CMOCorday says:
*CO* do we have any information on the possible casualties at this time?

CEO_Hagge says:
::begins to check over the engineering department...and hopes the captain does not realize he was late::

NPc_kid says:
@::the cold is entering the brain of this sweet little furry creature ... dreams on::

Child says:
@ ::watches as the flowers begin to die....::

Cpt_McD says:
::snaps his fingers:: Ms. Longly, if you're feeling better, please take either FCO, and route Science there.

CTOLtThei says:
:::continues scanning the vessel:::

CTOLtThei  (Console.wav)

CSLLongly says:
Cpt:  Aye sir I'm on it

Cpt_McD says:
*CMO* None at this time Dr.

CSLLongly says:
::::::::::::takes the helm and slaves science:::::::::::::

CMOCorday says:
*Co* Understood

NPc_kid says:
@::brain getting too cold ... the dreams are stopping ....::

Child says:
@::wishes that someone would save her::

CSLLongly says:
::::::::::::gets into the seat..hmmm it's not been that long:::::

CSLLongly says:
:::::::checks console for pertinent facts and decides on an ETA::::::::

CTOLtThei says:
CO: Captain, short-range scans show nothing else conclusive ......

CEO_Hagge says:
::hits the wrong button on his panel and sets of a very annoying alarm::

CSLLongly says:
Cpt:  ETA in 5 sir

CEO_Hagge says:
::moves quickly to turn of the alarm before the bridge see it::

NPc_kid says:
@::in his dreams ... shivers ... so cold::

CSLLongly says:
:::::::::::::::maneuvers around an asteroid::::::

Cpt_McD says:
AGggg!!! Turn off that damn alarm!!! ::slaps his seat armrest::

CSLLongly says:
*Hagge*: What is that alarm

Cpt_McD says:
TAC: Try hailing the vessel.

CSLLongly says:
*Hagge* anything I should know?  Should I take warp down to 4

NPc_kid says:
@::half-aware that the dreams will soon end ... so cold ... so cold::

Rich_AGM says:
THE EMH SUDDENLY ACTIVATES IN SICKBAY AND FLICKERS BEFORE DISAPPEARING AGAIN

CTOLtThei says:
CO: Aye, Captain....:::Opens hailing frequencies....sends initial greeting:::

CTOLtThei  (Hailing.wav)

CEO_Hagge says:
*Longly*:ah nothing wrong::pause:: I was just checking to see if the alarm system was working

Child says:
@::feels the link with the others dwindling...  we all must be close::

CMOCorday says:
::looks up:: All: What the hell....

CSLLongly says:
::::::::::::::;dropping out of warp anyway as we are at destination:::::::::::::

CTOLtThei says:
CO: No response, Captain .....

CSLLongly says:
*Hagge* Thanks

CSLLongly says:
CO:  We have arrived at our destination

CMOCorday says:
*CO* Captain is everything all right up there?

NPc_kid says:
@::begins to despair ... where are the nice flowers going ... where is the sun ... the pretty things?

CSLLongly says:
::::::::::::;holding at full impulse:::::::::::

Cpt_McD says:
Longly: Scan the ship. Is it safe to beam aboard?

CSLLongly says:
Cpt:  Checking sir

NPc_kid says:
@:: sooooooo cooooooo ...lll ....ddd ..... so coooo......llllld

CEO_Hagge says:
::checks board::*Longly*: you do know where only at impulse anyway right?

CSLLongly says:
::::::::::::::;scans the ship:::::::::::

Rich_AGM says:
<Ensign Ystra in Astrophysics> *CO* Captain....I just had a .....strange feeling as if a small child were crying out for my help. I think something has triggered my empathic senses

CSLLongly says:
*Hagge* yes I do

CEO_Hagge says:
::wonders what the academy teaches these youngs these days::

CSLLongly says:
Cpt:  We can beam aboard but EVA suits would be in order I think

CMOCorday says:
*Co* Captain is everything alright up there - the EMH just activated and then deactivated

NPc_kid says:
@::shivers in his dreams ... where is the sun? where is his sister ... that nice furry red comforting presence .... cries in his dream

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: There is a problem with the internal atmosphere of the ship

Cpt_McD says:
*Ystra* Do you have any idea where it came from?

NPc_kid says:
@::cries .... but almost too weak even to cry .....

Cpt_McD says:
*CMO* Everything's fine, for now, Doc.

Rich_AGM says:
<Ensign Ystra> *CO* No..sorry Captain. It was just a niggling feeling at the back of my mind

CMOCorday says:
*Co* very well

NPc_kid says:
@::sleeps ... perhaps his last sleep ...

CEO_Hagge says:
::decides to run an alignment on the anti-matter injectors::

CEO_Hagge says:
*bridge*: I am going to be taking the Warp drive off line to realigned the anti-matter injectors

Child says:
@ ::feels the link to one of the others break off.....  she knows that Ayush has died::

Cpt_McD says:
Hmm... Mr. Thei, take an Away Team over to the ship.

CMOCorday says:
Computer: run a level three diagnostic on the EMH system

NPc_kid says:
@::silent is his frozen dreams .... maybe forever .... tries to squeak to his sister ... fails .... dying ...

Child says:
@::wonders how her brother is doing... the link seems to be slipping away::

Cpt_McD says:
::grumbles::

CTOLtThei says:
CO: Aye, Captain ....

Cpt_McD says:
*Hagge* Engineering, this is a new ship. Antimatter injectors shouldn't have to be aligned for 2 years?!?! Is there something wrong?

Rich_AGM says:
<Computer> Diagnostic cycle will be complete in five minutes

CEO_Hagge says:
*captain*: aye sir the injectors are .0000001% out of alignment!!!

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: the cryosuspension system is inextricable linked to the ships system.  It must be activated from within the ship

NPc_kid says:
@::his nose tries to snuffle ... even that does not work ... it is so cold ... there is not much time left ...

CTOLtThei says:
*CMO* You're to join me in Transporter Room 3, Doctor ....prepare for an Away mission....

CTOLtThei  (CommBadge.wav)

CTOLtThei says:
Longly:  Longly...I'll need you, too.......

CMOCorday says:
*CTO* very well - on my way

CSLLongly says:
Thei:  ready

Cpt_McD says:
Longly: Some type of neural suspension network?

CMOCorday says:
Nurse: you're in charge until I get back

CSLLongly says:
::Cpt:  Possibly

CMOCorday says:
::grabs medkit and leaves SB for TR3::

CTOLtThei says:
CO: We're on our way Captain.....

CSLLongly says:
Cpt:  Excuse me sir I need to go with Thei

CSLLongly says:
::::::::::::::::follows Thei to TR3::::::::::

CSLLongly says:
::::::::::Asks Ens. Smith to take the helm:::::::

CEO_Hagge says:
*captain*: Unless of course you like captaining a ship whose anti-matter injectors are 0.000001% out of alignment

Cpt_McD says:
::gets up from his chair to take FCO and SCI::

Child says:
@::feels brethren the brink of death...  tries to lend her as much mental strength as she can::

CTOLtThei says:
:::leaves bridge entering TLift .....:::  *COMP* Transporter Room 3.....

CTOLtThei  (TurboLift.wav)

CMOCorday says:
::arrives in TR3 - steps up onto TR pad::

CSLLongly says:
:::::::::::;follows Thei out of the TR::::::::::

Rich_AGM says:
<Ens Smith> CO: Sir I have helm and science slaved to this console...I will keep a lock on the AT

NPc_kid says:
@::too cold to feel even his sister's attempts to save him ... come death ... you are near!::

Cpt_McD says:
::takes that sarcastic blow at him under his belt...Steams for a moment mentally, then returns::

CTOLtThei says:
:::exits turbolift enters TR3:::

CTOLtThei  (Door Open & Close.wav)

Cpt_McD says:
::in a low, menacing tone from that last comment from ENG:: Thank you Mr. Smith...

CSLLongly says:
::::::::::Entering the transporter::::::::: Thei: I'm ready if you are

CTOLtThei says:
AT: Everyone ready????

Rich_AGM says:
*AT* Ready to beam on your mark

CSLLongly says:
Thei: Ready

CMOCorday says:
::nods in confirmation::

CTOLtThei says:
Longly: Acknowledged, Counselor....

CTOLtThei says:
Energize !!!!

Rich_AGM says:
<Ens. Smith> Energizing.....

Rich_AGM (Transporter.wav)

CEO_Hagge says:
::things to himself...and the captain thinks he an engineer:::

Cpt_McD says:
*Hagge* Mr. Hagge, from one engineer to another, don't make another comment like that again. Do the alignment.

CSLLongly says:
::::::::checks phaser:::::::::

Rich_AGM says:
THE AT BEAM OVER TO THE ALIEN VESSEL......IT IS DARK AND COLD INSIDE

CTOLtThei says:
:::notices the ship is quite dark....pulls out tricorder....begins scanning:::

CTOLtThei  (Tricorder.wav)

CEO_Hagge says:
*captain*: aye sir. I know you agree with me::grins::

NPc_kid says:
@::dying::

Child says:
@::decides that if her brother dies, she'll die with him::

CMOCorday says:
::activates wrist light beacon - and takes out tricorder - begins scanning::

CEO_Hagge says:
::takes the warp drive offline::

Rich_AGM says:
THE AIR INSIDE THE SHIP IS COLD.... MINIMAL LIFE SUPPORT.....FEW SYSTEMS ACTIVATED

CEO_Hagge says:
::begins aligning the Anti-matter injectors::

CSLLongly :::::::::;;scans area along with Thei:::::::::::::; (Tricorder.wav)

CSLLongly says:
@Adjusts EVA faceplate:::::::::

CSLLongly says:
@Thei:  I can feel the cold even through my suit

CTOLtThei says:
@AT: This way ......:::points down dark icy corridor::::

NPc_kid says:
@just three cryogenic breaths ... one per minute left before the soul leaves the poor little body::

CSLLongly says:
@:::::::::::follows Thei

Cpt_McD says:
::slumps harshly into his chair, getting totally POed at whatever egotistical jerk of an engineer he has downstairs::

CTOLtThei says:
@CSL: Aye....the readings are phenomenally cold in here.......

CMOCorday says:
@All: I am tracking lifesigns directly ahead

CSLLongly says:
@Thei:  Can you find the main computer?

CMOCorday says:
@ALL: they appear to be in cryosuspension chambers of somekind

NPc_kid says:
@::penultimate breath::

CSLLongly says:
@Thei:  If so, we might be able to reactivate the life support systems

CTOLtThei says:
@CSL:  Aye...I have the location already.....it's located in the AFT section of the vessel ....

Cpt_McD says:
::thinks for a moment that the engineer must be a fresh Ensign::

CTOLtThei says:
CSL: I think we should give it a shot, Counselor ....

Cpt_McD says:
*AT* Mr. Thei, status report.

CMOCorday says:
@ALL: the lifesigns are diminishing I recommend we hurry

CTOLtThei says:
:::@:::

CSLLongly says:
@Thei:  Me too, lets do it

CEO_Hagge says:
::finish the alignment::

NPc_kid says:
@::begins the last breath ...... .... .....

Child says:
@::feels another of his brethren die....  only three of us left::

CEO_Hagge says:
::runs a diag on the anti-matter injectors::

CSLLongly says:
@CMO:  ready ::::::::::takes off on a run for the aft section and the main computer::::::::

CMOCorday says:
@ALL: I just lost one of the life-signs

CSLLongly says:
@Thei:  I see it

CTOLtThei says:
*CO* We are OK Captain....finding the cryo chambers...now....preparing to attempt localization of the environmental controls....

CSLLongly says:
@Thei:  we have to hurry, we just lost one.

CTOLtThei  (CommBadge.wav)

CEO_Hagge says:
::brings the warp core online::

CEO_Hagge says:
*Captain*: Warp drive back online sir

Rich_AGM says:
FIVE CRYOTUBES SIT SILENTLY ARRANGED IN A LARGE ROOM..... THREE OF THE TUBES HAVE FLASHING LIGHTS AGAINST THEM.....TWO OTHERS EMIT A LOW BUZZING SOUND

CSLLongly says:
@::::::::::::Finds the main computer and begins adjusting controls::::::::::

CSLLongly says:
@Thei  I have main life-support back on line

CMOCorday says:
@::scan tubes with tricorder::

CTOLtThei says:
@AT: There seems to be a power nodule nearby to the cryo tubes.....

CMOCorday says:
@Longly: I am detecting only three lifesigns

Rich_AGM says:
LIGHTS GO ON ALL OVER THE VESSEL....WARMTH SEEPS INTO THE ROOMS

Cpt_McD says:
::grumbles again:: *Hagge* Thank you Mr. Hagge... ::thinks over his last name for a moment::

CSLLongly says:
@Corday:  We lost one

NPc_kid says:
@::the dreams die .... he is on his own .... cold ... alone ... alone .... al ...ooo... ne ... - an ice tear weeps from his frozen eye

CMOCorday says:
@Longly: two

CSLLongly says:
@Thei:  I have the life-support back on line..  can you find the cryo tubes?

Child says:
@::ahh.......  revels in the feeling of her life returning::

CMOCorday says:
@Longly: I recommend getting them out of there - the cryochambers appear to be unstable - or failing

CEO_Hagge says:
::happy that the anti-matter injectors are know 100%::

CSLLongly says:
@Corday: I concur

CSLLongly says:
@Thei: can we beam them out?

CTOLtThei says:
@CSL: Aye, .... bearing ... 372-4

CSLLongly says:
@Thei: Shall I relay that to our tr?

CMOCorday says:
@Longly: I think so hold on..

Rich_AGM says:
<Ens. Smith> CO: Sir... they have life support active on the ship now

CEO_Hagge says:
::looks over the power configures and shakes his head at what he sees::

Cpt_McD says:
Good... Mr. Smith, keep a lock on them. Be ready to do a direct beam out to Sickbay.

CMOCorday says:
@*CO* Captain this is corday - three of the five lifeforms are still alive - I recommend beaming them to sickbay - do you concur and can you get a lock on them?

CTOLtThei says:
@CSL: Unknown...Counselor....we could attempt transport if the Doctor thinks it would be safe.....

NPc_kid says:
@::his little furry body crackles with the ice particles as he stirs ...perhaps for the last time::

CSLLongly says:
@Thei: Yes the Dr says we can do it

Cpt_McD says:
*CMO* Granted. Begin beamout whenever.

CSLLongly says:
@COM: Ready to beam them

CTOLtThei says:
@CSL: Acknowledged....

CMOCorday says:
*Mr Smith* please lock onto the three remaining lifeforms and beam them myself and the counsellor to SB

Rich_AGM says:
<Ens. Smith> *Corday*: Beaming out now.... ::presses console::

CTOLtThei says:
*SCIM* Beam out the survivors....

Rich_AGM (Transporter.wav)

Rich_AGM says:
DR CORDAY, CNSLR LONGLY AND THREE LIFEFORMS ARE BEAMED TO SICKBAY

NPc_kid says:
::his little frozen body is a mass of sad particles between the ships ... and then:::

Child says:
@::unconscious in SickBay... feels the warmth returning::

CTOLtThei says:
@*SCIM* I shall remain here a bit longer ....and run some more scans on the ship to see if I can gather more information....

CTOLtThei  (CommBadge.wav)

CSLLongly says:
::::::rematerializes in sick bay:::::::::

Rich_AGM says:
THREE CHILDLIKE BODIES....SMALL, RED, FURRY AND CUTE LIE ON THE BIOBEDS

NPc_kid says:
::a crackle of ice ... his furry tail feels it first ... he is warmer ... what is happening?::

CMOCorday says:
nurse: prepare 10cc tricordazine - we need to get their neural pathways active

CTOLtThei says:
:::continues running scans on tricorder:::

Rich_AGM says:
<Ens. Smith> CO: Beamout was successful Captain

CTOLtThei  (Tricorder.wav)

CSLLongly says:
:::::::::;;gets a look at the alien children:::::::

CMOCorday says:
Longly: I  may need you to help when they come around

NPc_kid says:
::his mind reaches out ....'Sister?'  where are we sister?

CEO_Hagge says:
::shakes heads about the condition of some of these systems::

CEO_Hagge says:
:::heads for the TL::

CMOCorday says:
<nurse> ::administers the stimulant::

CEO_Hagge says:
TL: Bridge

CSLLongly says:
Dr:  I will be here

CTOLtThei says:
@:::continues gathering information about the ships technology and systems::::

CMOCorday says:
Longly: thank you

CTOLtThei  (Tricorder.wav)

CMOCorday says:
::continues scannning the lifeforms::

Cpt_McD says:
*Corday* Doc, I want a full report.

Rich_AGM says:
BIOBED BLEEPS AT THE DOCTOR A LIFESIGNS FAIL ON ONE OF THE CHILDREN AND THE BODY STARTS TO FIT VIOLENTLY

NPc_kid says:
::stirs in his sleep ..."Sister"?

CMOCorday says:
All: they appear to be coming around

CSLLongly says:
:::::::::::runs medical scanner over one of the tubes:::::::::

CSLLongly says:
DR: we have to get them out of here immediately

Child says:
::to brother: 'we're safe...  oh no...  Koyush is gone!'::

CEO_Hagge says:
::taps foot as the TL takes him to the bridge::

CMOCorday says:
*CO* yes sir - but I’m in the middle of something now -I’ll get right back to you

CSLLongly says:
::::::::;starts to remove one of the aliens:::;;

NPc_kid says:
::grieves ... poor Koyush ... are we where we should be dear Sister?::

Rich_AGM says:
THIRD CHILD FLATLINES......(in other words "dies")

NPc_kid says:
::::slaring is dead brother!:::

CMOCorday says:
nurse: neural stimulators!!

CEO_Hagge says:
::step on to the bridge::

CTOLtThei says:
@:::continues gathering Data from the alien vessel .... notes it is highly encrypted data ....and will take some time to decipher:::

CSLLongly says:
:::::::::::Starts an electrical cardiac shock on the child:::::::::::

CTOLtThei  (Tricorder.wav)

Child says:
::I don't think so....::

CMOCorday says:
<Nurse> ::attaches the stimulators:: CMO:ready

CEO_Hagge says:
CO: What kind of hunk of junk is this? I have seen better garbage scows!!!

CMOCorday says:
Nurse: 200 - now

CTOLtThei says:
@:::finishes downloading the remaining information...setting up link with the Scimitar's computers:::

CSLLongly says:
Dr:  I have lifesigns again in this one:::::::

Cpt_McD says:
::starts to get steamed::

NPc_kid says:
::squeaks to sister:: But we survived ... we can do it Sister! .... we will do it!

CEO_Hagge says:
CO: Is this ship filled with Children or Star Fleet officers?

CSLLongly says:
::::::::;checks the child she revived:::::::::::

NPc_kid says:
<<medtech in sickbay holds hands over ears>

Cpt_McD says:
::almost over the edge::

CTOLtThei says:
@*SCIM* This is Lieutenant Thei.....ready to beam aboard the Scimitar !!

CTOLtThei  (CommBadge.wav)

CMOCorday says:
Nurse: what's wrong?

Child says:
Brother: ((we shall indeed...)) ::images of success start forming in her mind::

Cpt_McD says:
*Thei* Beam aboard whenever Mr. Thei.

NPc_kid says:
::feelings of joy and power ...but wait ..::

Cpt_McD says:
::said in that low menacing tone::

CEO_Hagge says:
CO: And you, What kind of Captain allows his ship to slip to such low levels.  heck a two monkeys and a cadet could do a better jon!!!

CTOLtThei says:
@*CO* Acknowledged ...energize .....

CTOLtThei  (Transporter.wav)

CSLLongly says:
Dr: I am monitoring the lifesigns of this one and they are weak but she's still alive

CMOCorday says:
::thinks that the aliens must be affecting the Nurse somehow and prepares a hypo to sedate them all::

Rich_AGM says:
<Ens. Smith> CO: Lt. Thei is back on board sir

NPc_kid says:
::sits up:: Medical Person:: Who are you and where are we? ::emitted as a few squeaks::

Cpt_McD says:
::awe that's it....sharply wheels around in his chair:: Mr. Hagge, that is ENOUGH!!!!

CTOLtThei says:
:::Thei appears in TR 1....immediately removing suit:::

CSLLongly says:
*Thei* We need the UT in sickbay

CEO_Hagge says:
::gasps as he recognizes who the captain is::

CEO_Hagge says:
Co: Will if it’s not Ensign Mcdonald

CTOLtThei says:
*CSL* I will be there presently, Counselor ....

CTOLtThei  (CommBadge.wav)

NPc_kid says:
::disgusted that no-one can understand him - have these primitives no technology?::

CSLLongly says:
Dr: do you recognize the language?

CMOCorday says:
::looks at alien - with a blank expression clearly not understanding him/her/it::

CTOLtThei says:
:::heads for SB:::

Cpt_McD says:
Now Mr. Hagge, if I were you, I would SHUT UP!!!!

CTOLtThei  (Door Open & Close.wav)

CMOCorday says:
Longly: no - I’ve never heard anything like it before

CSLLongly says:
Dr: I do not understand it either

CMOCorday says:
Thei: ah Mr Thei do you have the translator?

NPc_kid says:
::squeaks again:: Have you no means of translation? who are you ? and how come you can fly the stars and not talk!

Cpt_McD says:
Even worse, how dare you come walking up my Bridge, screaming at me, and insulting me as to how much of a bad engineer I am!!!

CTOLtThei says:
:::on his way to SB....notices the interesting encryption sequences on his Padd:::

Child says:
::looks over to his brother::  These people helped us

CTOLtThei says:
:::arrives SB:::  Here is the UT you asker for ......

Child says:
::gets off of biobed and runs up to Corday::

CMOCorday says:
Alien who is talking: I am Dr. Corday of the united federation of planets - we are here to help and mean you no harm - can you understand me?

NPc_kid says:
::sends message to sister dear:: these people are not as advanced as we were told!

Cpt_McD says:
If you were anyone else than someone from the Miranda, I would have you off this Bridge, in a brig, on your way to a court-martial!

Child says:
::hugs Corday's leg and chitters::  Thank you.  Thank you.

CEO_Hagge says:
::shrugs::CO: well the Ensign Mcdonald I Know from the Miranda would never had lets this ship to such low levels

CSLLongly says:
:::::::::::;tries talking to the alien in a calm voice hoping to establish a connection of sorts::::::::::

NPc_kid says:
::squeaks:: I love you all .... can I go play now?

CMOCorday says:
::a little started - returns the hug::

CSLLongly says:
:::::::::::puts out her hand to the alien:::

CTOLtThei says:
:::watches the scene with some interest:::

NPc_kid says:
::hangs off the end of the biobed with his prehensile furry tail and waits for someone to pick him up and hug him::

CMOCorday says:
to alien hugging his leg: can you understand me?

Cpt_McD says:
::gets pissed again at the nonchalant shrug:: Yes, this ship is a little low, especially to my standards. But coming from the Geneva to the launch was only 2 days!

Cpt_McD says:
I WOULD'VE had everything fixed up, but I DIDN'T HAVE THE TIME!!!!

Child says:
::perks up at the sound of playing... starts running around SickBay making a funny noise::

CMOCorday says:
Mr Thei : please activate the translator!

CSLLongly says:
:::::::::::Tries to catch the child::::::::

NPc_kid says:
::chitters in a friendly manner ... sort of primitive language as far as he knows::

CTOLtThei says:
:::activates the Universal Translator:::

CSLLongly says:
Alien Child:  Please stop.  We need to try to understand you.

CTOLtThei  (Console3.wav)

CSLLongly says:
Alien Child:  Where are you from?

CEO_Hagge says:
::eye brows perk:CO:  Well two days. heck you use to be able to rebuild  half the warp core in two days::shakes head::

NPc_kid says:
::thinks ... at last:: Sir! you with the machine! ... who are you and where are we?

Rich_AGM says:
THE UNIVERSAL TRANSLATOR PICKS UP THE SQUEAKS AS INAUDIBLE JIBBERISH

CSLLongly says:
Thei:  I think we are on our own here.  The UT doesn't work

NPc_kid says:
::thinks:: Sister! we did it!

CTOLtThei says:
:::lifts eyebrow::: Aloud: Interesting.....

CEO_Hagge says:
::grins:::

Child says:
::does a little flip and stops.. ((we did... we did!)

CSLLongly says:
Alien:  Please stop.....catches the running alien

NPc_kid says:
::stops hanging by his tail and leaps onto Thei's shoulder ... rubbing up against his ears ::

Child says:
::stops and looks at Longly::

Rich_AGM says:
<Ens. Smith> CO: Sir...there is a problem....::looks at view screen:: The alien ships power systems seems to be rerouting on itself...cycling down....could be auto-destruct !!!

CTOLtThei says:
:::grabs child pulling off of shoulders:::

NPc_kid says:
::snuggles into the Romulan's neck ..::

CMOCorday says:
::attempts some basic forms of hand gestures with the leg hugging alien::

CSLLongly says:
Thei: perhaps we could show them a map of surrounding galaxies

Cpt_McD says:
Hmm...

CSLLongly says:
Thei:  maybe they can point out their home

Cpt_McD says:
Back us away safely Mr. Smith.

CTOLtThei says:
CSL: Counselor....would you please get this .......... CHILD.......off me !!!!!!!!!!

CMOCorday says:
Computer: display map of the surrounding star systems on my monitor

CTOLtThei says:
:::completely offended::::

CSLLongly says:
Thei:  Right away :::::::;;;takes the child:::::::::::

Rich_AGM says:
<Ens. Smith> CO: Aye sir...

CMOCorday says:
::directs leg hugger to desk monitor and points at image::

NPc_kid says:
::dislodged from Thei's neck ... bounds out of the door into a corridor ... leaping fast ...::

CSLLongly says:
Thei:  what about the maps?  Do you think that is feasible?

Cpt_McD says:
::turns back to Mr. Hagge:: Yes, I would've been able to rebuild the warp core in 2 days, but for one thing, this is an Akira-class ship!!! It's got components even I don't recognize!!! And another thing, I don't have the manpower under my command like that!

CTOLtThei says:
Aloud:  Ah......@#$%$@#

Child says:
::looks at monitor and squeaks incoherently at him::

CSLLongly says:
Dr: How is their condition at this time?

Child says:
::walks up to the monitor and starts pushing buttons::

CMOCorday says:
Computer: seal sections A12 through A20 of deck five

NPc_kid says:
::looks around ... no-one ... listens to the ship noises and sets off ...::

CSLLongly says:
Alien Child:  stop that!

Child says:
::accidentally bring up ship security status::

Cpt_McD says:
::looks down at his armrest monitor:: *CMO* Doctor, is there a problem?

CMOCorday says:
Mr Thei: please could you find that alien he/she/it should be trapped  outside SB

Rich_AGM says:
THE ALIEN SHIP EXPLODES IN A MIRIAD OF SHARDS ROCKING THE USS SCIMITAR SLIGHTLY AND LIGHTING UP THE VIEW SCREEN WITH A BLINDING WHITE FLASH

NPc_kid says:
::the sound of the warp engine is strangely attractive .... heads that way::

CEO_Hagge says:
::still grinning::CO: well I am here for four more days.  By the time I leave this ship will be in tip top condition.

CSLLongly says:
::::::::::::pulls the child away::::::::

CTOLtThei  (Explode !.wav)

CMOCorday says:
*CO* I don’t think so - I’ll get back to you!

CSLLongly says:
Dr: we will have to restrain them if we cannot control them

Cpt_McD says:
::shields his eyes:: Mr. Smith!!! Report!!!

Child says:
::chitters at Longly::

Child says:
::doesn't make a move to break away::

CMOCorday says:
::brings the star schematic back up and attempts to show alien being our current location::

Rich_AGM says:
<Ens. Smith> CO: Err... I was right sir....it was an auto-destruct sequence

CSLLongly says:
:::::::::looks at the child::::::::::;thinks he understands her:::::::::::

NPc_kid says:
::sees a security guard running ... hides behind a potted plant which should have been delivered to the bar but was not::

CEO_Hagge says:
::heads to the bridge engineer stations an increase power to the shields::

Cpt_McD says:
Cause?

CTOLtThei says:
CSL & CMO: I'm going back to the bridge to see if I can analyze this data I got from the ship.....maybe it will give us some indication of the information we need .....

CSLLongly says:
:::::::;takes the child by the hand and removes from the controls:::::::::;

Child says:
::looks at star chart and chitters::

CSLLongly says:
Thei:  Thanks

Rich_AGM says:
<Ens. Smith> CO: The Scimitar took minor bombardment to shields...they held nicely

NPc_kid says:
::with high pitched squeak ... informs Sister of his whereabouts::

CTOLtThei says:
:::leaves ...heads for bridge....:::

CTOLtThei  (TurboLift.wav)

CTOLtThei says:
Bridge !!

Rich_AGM says:
<Ens. Smith> CO: Cause....::pauses dramatically:: ....unknown sir

CSLLongly says:
Dr: I think there is another alien on the ship.

NPc_kid says:
::listens to the sounds of the ship ... determines where he is going ... goes there::

Child says:
Brother: ::answers back with another high pitched squeak::

CTOLtThei says:
:::exits onto bridge ....moves to TAC computer station....begins to run computer analysis of data:::

CMOCorday says:
well he couldn’t have got far I sealed the corridor with forcfields

CSLLongly says:
Dr: What about a gentle restraint until we can get some cooperation and understanding of this situation

CTOLtThei  (Console.wav)

Cpt_McD says:
Don't ever tell me "unknown" Mr. Smith.

CMOCorday says:
Longly: please see if you can bring him back

Cpt_McD says:
TAC: Mr. Thei, any idea why the alien ship just self-destructed?

NPc_kid says:
::by means of the one set of Jeffries tubes that were going to be repaired before the engineers got too busy::

Child says:
::moves back to the monitor and looks at the star chart::

CSLLongly says:
Dr:  Yes I will see if I can find him...can you manage these two

CMOCorday says:
Longly: I appear to be making some progress with this alien - the first step in cooperation is trust!

CEO_Hagge says:
::starts check which systems are the worst and makes a list on what to work on first::

Child says:
::points to Sol and starts chattering madly::

CSLLongly says:
Dr: I agree but there are two to control

CMOCorday says:
Longly: not a problem - I think we are fine

CSLLongly says:
::::::::::;;starts scanning the ship to find the other child::::::::::

CTOLtThei says:
CO: Captain....I have no idea....sir......

NPc_kid says:
::emerges from the Jeffries tube close to Engineering ... ducks behind a pallet which should have been cleared away::

Rich_AGM says:
<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>
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